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CITY EDITION

MATRIMONY A LOTTERY
AWAITS TAFT'S COMING
New York City, N. Y., June 28.
Beverly, Mass., June 28. Parramat
That five years of discord is the
ta, the new summer white house, id
price of ultimate marital happiness la
In readiness for the arrival of the
the judgment of a supreme court jus
presidentail family at the end of this
A
tice just rendered here. No more in
week.
For several months a small
opportune time could have been searmy of wqrkmen of various trades
lected for the rendering of this
has been engaged in fitting up the
gloomy opinion since marriages at
house and grounds for the use of the
this time of the year are more num
Taft family. The house has been de
erous than at any other season. How
corated throughout and has been fitt
DESPONDENT YOUNG WOMAN SE
W. G. GILMORE, OF
ARBUCKLE ed with,
ever, the dire pronouncement of the LAST CHAPTER IN SENSATIONAL
telegraph, telephone and pri
LECTS TRAGIC MEANS OF
DENVER TRIAL ABOUT TO
learned official seems to have had lit
BROTHERS, AUTHORITY FOR
vote signal systems. The spacious
THE STATEMENT,
TAKING LIFE
tle effect since Cupid continues to be
BE WRITTEN
barn also has undergone a complete
just as busy as ever. "In my opin
remodelling and is awaiting the arriv
ion," said the court, "It takes about
al from Washington tomorrow ot
WITNESS IN INVESTIGATION twelve automobiles. Including, all WORRY BLAMED FOR DEED five years for the ordinary couple to INSTRUCTIONS
UNFAVORABLE
become accustomed and adapted to
types of motor vehicles from the
HE TESTIFIES BEFORE HOUSE natty runabouts to the president's NOTE FOUND PINNED TO SHIRT- - each other before they can Jive to JUDGE WHITFORD REFUSED TO
favorite touring car.
gether congenially. In other words,
TO PERMIT INCORPORATION
WAIST SAID TROUBLE DROVE
TRUST INQUIRY, TELLING
It takes that time for them to over
OF MANSLAUGHTER
HER TO SUICIDE
WHAT HE KNOWS
look one another's faults." The court
CORONATION FESTIVITIES
also upset the prevalent notion that a
London, June, 28. Though today
CONDITIONS NOW VERY FAIR witnessed the departure of all of the DEED CAREFULLY PLANNED egal separation is meant to divide THREE FINDINGS POSSIBLE
the man and wife for all time by de
representatives of foreign royalty and
the special envoys from abroad, tiie
claring, "nothltg of the kind. This
HAD INTENDED TO JUMP OVER
HOWEVER, THEY ARE NOT IDEAL
decree to live apart often has the ef THESE INCLUDE FIRST AND SEC
festivities and funcOND DEGREE MURDER AND
BOARD
FROM
OCEAN
VESSEL
feet of forcing the separated man and
BECAUSE
THEY ARE NOT
tions continue without abatement ToBUT
COULD
NOT
.
ACQUITTAL
to
wife
MAKING ENOUGH MONEY
day the king and queen visited the
appreciate each other's com
UP IN CONSEQUENCE
pany.
can
LARGEST TAX ROLL
Royal Agricultural show at tva Crown
reunite." ApparentThey
Denver, June 28. "There is no
San Francisco, June 28. Miss Flor ly in view of these learned opinions
Some time ago County Assessor
Tomorrow
Washington, June 28. W. G. Gil- - Point estate in Norwich.
Liverpool, June 28. Four thousand
the populace of the metropolis and ence R. Cushing of Boston, who ar matrimony is still more of a lottery manslaughter in this case," impresadditional dock hands Joined the John H. York made a requisition on more, of the firm of Arbuckle broth
tens
of thousands of vlsltos 'wlll turn rived here yesterday from Honolulu, than even pessimists have pictured sively said District, Judge
the
in
officers
Greeley
Santa Fe for a tax ers of Brooklyn, told the house "sugar
strike today and work at the docks
in reading the instructions
it.
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to
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roll
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witness
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the
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story
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pages.
that
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royal
thought
trust" investigating committee today,
here Is practically at a
to the jury in the case of Frank Har
Do- - would be suflcient to contain all the that trade
sugar wars in this country cession attending the reception o ihe hotel here today and was instantly
Cunard. Canadian Pacific railway,
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Henwood this morning. The court
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king
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assessment
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affected,
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in the trade were Very fair,
other lines are all equally
In art and literary circles three possible verdicts in the case:
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asked
for this year he discovered the book
prominence
of
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E.
C.
that
Cush
their
in
earlier
brother,
involv
majesties
not
of
ideal.
wages
no
Is
though
There
question
of the strike was of sufficient size exactly to con"Where does 'the condition fall the day on the special thanksgiving ing, of Needham, Mass., be notified. and in the official world attended a First degree murder, second degree
ed in this extension
The Jury wag
Miss Cushing registered without glv dinner given by the Tltmarsh club murder, and acquittal.
tain
his
For
a
time
Mr.
report.
York
are
fightmen
short?"
Representative Madison ask- service at St. Paul's cathedral.
movement. The dock
at the Charterhouse today in celebra- also directed that should its verdict
as
her
feared
Miss
he
F.
would
ing
not
address,
have
Cushing.
their
sufficient
of
ed.
the
recognition
ing simply for
WEDS CENSUS CLERK
From the note which she left, she tion of the centennial anniversary of be first degree murder a penalty
He says the (tax roll this
of spaice.
"The cane sugar refiners are not
union and the nonemployment
28. The wedding made it clear that she had intended the birth
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Is
Washington,
the
year
ever
in
the
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returned
largest
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nilaking enough money,"
said the
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to
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the
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Miss
and
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Commission,
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Strike Affects Business
NICHOLAS PAPEN WEDS
Bottom, for the defense, to take ex.
representing the coal camp. Edburn
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e
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It is stated on what is believed to
the inability to load colliers is
the district attorney's office assert demanded that his team have a rest una Nicholas Papen, both of this city, tried, by a bullet intended for Sylves
D.
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be good authority that William
before taking on the which occurred yesterday in Los An
the railroads;
ter Von Phul, Justifies a verdict of
that every effort would be made to Colorado days
SIGMA CHI CONVENTION
Dawson will geles. The wedding was somewhat of
aggregation.
The Shipowners association of the Stapp will be appointed by Judge
first degree murder, providing that
institute
28.
contempt
today
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proceedings
Pittsburg,
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College
be here for Governor's day during the a surprise to the friends of the' cou
United Kingdom met in London this Clarence J. Roberts to succeed John men from all
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country
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in
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Joerns as clerk of the court for the
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a
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number
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experienced
change month. The team
assembled
likely will be here Papen, accompanied by her mother, life.
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for
the
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Pittsburg
today
for a three-gam- e
series at that time. Mrs. W. T. Treverton, left for Los
wages of certain sections of the work Joerns receives and accepts the apThe court charged the Jury that
grand chapter meeting of the Sigma to answer questions before the grand
ers at certain points and recommend pointment as territorial traveling au Chi
was stated that they evidence of threats and gun plays on
It
Angeles.
The
was
jury.
fraternity.
fraternity
WEATHER DISCOUNTS WHEAT
ed that the association fix a standard ditor to succeed C. V. Safford. That founded at
were on a pleasure trip. A couple of the
This followed the reading of an an
Miami university in 1855
part of Von Phul against HenChicago, June 28. Rain in south days after their departure Mr. Papen
rate for wages. The meeting, how- Mr. Joerns will receive the appoint- and has
Dar-roor previous quarrels between
nouncement
S.
made
Clarence
wood,
by
nearly 12,000 members. The
ern portion of North Dakota and boarded a Santa Fe train
ever, opposed the demand for recog ment Is practically assured and there
for the west. them, was admissible only to show
1
Jos.
Job
Scott
and
In
will
be
Harrlman,
session
three
grand
chapter
scattered showers with seasonable Then rumors of a
nition of the sailors and firemen's has been considerable comment as to
wedding became the condition of Kenwood's mind a
days, and the program of entertain- Compte Davis, attoneys for the
temperatures elsewhere in the north- current and were confirmed by the
union. The latter attitude of shipown whom would be selected to succeed ment
the time they occurred;, that when
would
not
that
has
brothers,
that
been arranged extends
they
west, caused lower prices here today messages received by relatives this Von Phul knocked down Henwood in
ers showed a weakening from that as him. For several years Mr. Stapp was over
Mrs.
befor-to
McManigal
go
permit
Saturday.
for wheat.
sumed toward the strikers. Many of chief deputy clerk, under Secundino
morning.
the bar room of the Brown Palace
the grand jury again except by direct
their ships are overdue to sail and Romero. He is thoroughly acquaintMrs. Papen has been employed for hotel, but made no further attacks,
of
court.
cider
the
this fact combined with continued ed with the duties of the office. It is ARBITRATION PACT
some time as bookkeeper in the John and Henwood then fired, there was no
The prosecution also alleges tha the
TORREON
RESIDENTS
pressure on them from the board of understood Mr. Stapp has the enA. Papen store on Bridge street. It self defense, and if Henwood fired
defense
has
Mcrefused
to permit
trade to effect a conciliation, seems to dorsement of a large number of Las
was there
the acquaintance with deliberately and maliciously" the,
the
confessed
Manigal,
dynaalleged
READY
SIGNING mite
Indicate that the struggle will not he Vegas attorneys and others.
FILE DIG CLAIMS Nicholas Papen which developed into crime was first degree murder. "In
to see. his children,
conspirator,
much further prolonged.
love anil eventually culminated in tent," was defined as "Hntent to kill,"
despite his recent requests.
J. W. GATES SICK MAN
(
matrimony, was made. Mrs. Papen la and not to kill any particular person.
ANNOUNCEMENT
MADE FOLLOWParis, June 28. John W. Gates, the
a capable young woman and has many The presumption of law as to the san3,000 Quit at Manchester
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FOR LOOTING BY
ING CONFERENCE BETWEEN
American millionaire, who had ar
friends here. Her husabnd is asso- ity of the defendant was explained,
Manchester, June 28. Three thou
SURRECTOS MAY TOTAL
BRYCE AND TAFT
to sail for America today, has
ciated with his brother, John A. Pa- and reasonable doubt, which, the court
sand dock hands here joined the sea ranged
ARAPAHOE
INDIAN
$1,500,000
The shipping been obliged to postpone his deparmen's strike today.
pen in the grocery business. Mr. and said, must amount to an "abiding conture owing to his serious Illness. He
Washington, June 28. After a conMrs. Papen, after a brief honeymoon viction."
business i9 totally paralyzed.
has submitted to seven slight surgical ference between President Taft and
2 S. ClainiB ag California, will returne to Las Vegas.
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est claims are made by a Chinese
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upon.
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28.
individual
The
bank
Chinese.
This letter contained a reference. to a
Left
Darlington, Okla., June
lne carloads, threaten to loin the
certain "double" crosser who was in
Hand, for many years chief of the bank claims $150,000, Including $98,-00- IOWA INSURGENT
strikers unless their pay is increased J. D. HAND DISPOSES OF PART OF
ASOPENS
WEDS COLORADO JURIST
in the vault, which. was stolen.
the habit of visiting the ranch, of
Arapahoes, is dead at his home near
before Saturday night.
SOUTHERN
HOLDINGS-TSAULT' ON PRESIDENT TAFT'S
Bound Brook, N. J., June 28. A here. He was 83 years old and one The Chinese reform society and inJohn W. Springer, husband of the
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number
It
of
notable
'
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to
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large
today
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28.
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Both sides admitted that Henwood
daughter of Comman- most prominent fights was the mas are Tomas Trevlne, loss of warehouse
altfmnl of the University of Michigan
June 28. The fight was not meant by the expression
been transacted In this county der G. W. Kline, TJ. S. N. and Mrs. sacre of Major Joel H. Elliott and 19 and contents $117,000; Augustine Vic- has
Washington,
returned to the busy scenes on the
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exercises of the day began with the Messrs. J. R. Hill and J. O. Pratt of fiimmei
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a
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has
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week.
already
adjusted
tnnnal alumni breakfast In the Bar Gulfport, Miss., and C. R.'Ellery of
just.
who frequented tbe Springer ranch.
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noon reunions were held by more
Spot cash"
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GROUND

BROKEN

FOR ADDITION

GIRL

SUGAR WARS ARE

EUROPEAN PORTS

Ground was broken yesterday by
Contractor J. K. SI art In for the new
addition to St. Anthony's sanitarium.
The building will be in the rear ot
the present structure and will face
toward Eighth street. It will con
tain a handsome and commodious
chapel in which the sisters and the
patients of the Catholic faith may
worship. A large sun parlor will be
THOUSANDS OF DOCK HANDS RE- a
part of the equipment. The new
FUSE TO WORK, PARALYZbuilding will cost in the neighbor-hooING SHIPPING
of $21,000 and will almost dou
ble the capacity of the sanitarium.
The Institution Is constantly growing
WANT UNION RECOGNIZED in popularity and more room Is urgently needed. When the new build
CLOSED ing is completed St. Anthony's sanFOR
FIGHTING
MEN
itarium wil1 be one of the largest
SHOP. WAGE QUESTION NOT
Institutions of its kind In the south-weiaBEING INVOLVED
As much haste s Js con
sistent with careful building will be
BUSINESS ISJJEM0RAL1ZED used in the erection of the structure, which will be entirely separate
from the main building but connected
LONDON FACES A SHORTAGE OF by a covered gallery which may he
PROVISIONS AN DPRICES GO
used by the sisters and attendants.
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Hugh Jennings Respects Cleveland and
Chicago Teams, But He Has No
Fear of 8t Louis Browns.

While They
. Talked

JUDGE 18 PUFFED UP OVER AT
TENTIONS RECEIVED AT

Hugh. Jennings, leader of the Detroit
Tigers, In speaking of the merit of
THEATER.
the various teams In the American,
league the other day. said, as be
"He was the smartest dog you eve
passed through Denver on the wind-usaw!"
said the host from the head ol
base
next
"The
his honeymoon:
IS MISTAKEN FOR MURPHY of
ball season will be the most prosper- the table, enthusiastically. "Ther a
ous In history, and it is likely to de- he'd sit Just as contemptuous as
down eight
if
velop Into one of the closest races In human being you threw
Oval Overall Proves That Sometimes the history of the American league. rings, or nine but the minute all ten
's
Cub Is Mateh for Bear Cap.
"There will be two strong factors of those rubber rings were down he'd
bark
up one by one
Experlenee With Pirates In In the American league race next and and gather them to
you! Why,
bring them back
China Sea.
year which did not appear In the paat
season. They are Cleveland and Chl- - he could count, that dog could, just
as well as you! There wasn't any
By HUGH 8. FULLERTON.
fooling him, either! Why, one time"
"My French poodle was just ai
Judge William MoSurely (they used
to call him "Billy" when ho played
bright," interrupted the woman on his
sail over at the University of Woos-te- r
right "Really, Toto was abnormal!
In Ohio) It
He wasn't just a bundle of fluff with
ng on law, dignity
no brains, as most people Judged from
and driving at folf. Ha became rathhis looks. He knew every single word
er famoua In Chicago In presiding
over the first trial of Lee O'Nell
you said to him and he knew how to
Browne and In other cases and naturget his own way. Why, I've known
that dog when there was a roomful of
ally felt a small pride In the fact that
be had won his way to the top in the
company and nobody was paying any
'
C ?
K
Windy City. His pride fell several departicular attention to him to select a
i
If
a
,
'
grees a few weeks ago.
prominent
J
s
place and alt up on his hind
',
I. 4
,
With a friend Judge McSurely went
V
legs, looking about proudly when peoto a Chicago theater. The house was
ple exclaimed over how clever he was.
s
I i
Nt, " , . I .,
"But that wasn't what I started to
crowded and It was almost impossitell you. Toto was frightfully stub
ble to get good seats. The best that
born and always wanted his own way,
the Jurist and his friend could do was
Once he sat down in front of th
to secure two seats second row from
the back and behind a post They
swing door Into the kitchen and
were Just seating themselves when a
barked to be let out there, but for
some reason I didn't want him to go,
smiling and solicitous usher descendso I said: 'No.' He kept right on
ed upon the judge and whispered:
"You don't want to sit back here.
whining and teasing and drooped his
ears and his tall and looked the picFollow me and Til give you good seats
ture of deserted despair, but I didn't
down In front"
,
tap.
He took them Into a box, hovered
give In and finally he sat down aid
A clever scout would do well to
over them, ordered the water boy and
put his head on one side and thought
Hook over those players who are gothe program boy to furnish everyThen, like a flash he got up, raced up
ing, as well as those who are coming.
the front stairs, through the second
and tried to give them the best
thing
Many a good hand has been filled the house afforded.
floor and down the back stairs lntc
out of the discards.
the kitchen, where he wanted to go.
"You see," whispered the Judge to
You needn't tell me that dog didn't
his guest, "It pays to be a
'
figure thAt all out"
ELIOT BOOSTS SUNDAY SPORT person in Chicago."
And the guest was duly impressed.
About a week later the Judge took
"He certainly was bright," said the
Former Head of Harvard University In
another friend to the same theater.
host, politely. "Now, my dog "
Address to Legislature Urges
Again the friendly and solicitous ush"My terrier was terribly jealous,'
More Liberal Laws.
er descended upon him and gave him
Interrupted the man with the musthe freedom of the house. He ex
tache. "Jealousy in an animal is very
a
Dr. Charles W. Eliot, president
pathetic, I think. Bob had always
of Harvard university, has pressed surprise that the Judge should
have paid for tickets, and invited him
been the whole thing and when the
Joined the ranks of those who believe to come
at any time and bring a party.
baby came he simply couldn't underhat the present puritanical laws whioh
was beginning to feel
stand it He'd try to push her out of
fwork to restrain baseball and other Judge McSurely
at least as big as a Supreme Court
our laps and sit and weep and look
amateur sports and
games Justice when the usher whispered:
agonized when we talked to her. Final
Km Sunday
should be repealed 01
"Mr. Murphy, I'm awfully sorry the
Hugh Jennings.
ly, I telephoned a friend that I had
amended. He spoke in favor of a
to dispose of either the baby or the
law before a committee of the Cubs lost, but we'll beat 'em next
ago. Comiskey has been strength terrier, and he could come over and
year."
Massachusetts legislature.
'
The usher tad mistaken the plump. ening his aggregation slowly but effec- take his choice. He was dreadfully
"I am In favor of freeing the minor
rotund
Jurist for "Chubby Charlie" tively. I would not be surprised to afraid of hurting our feelings and exports from the restrictions of the
see the Sox finish one, two, three. The
plained that of course the baby was
present Sunday laws," said Dr. Eliot, Murphy.
Naps must be figured, too. They lots nicer, but that he chose the ter
when asked to lend his aid to the
Orval Overall, the Giant Cub pitch' have pulled up wonderfully, and my rier, as he could lock it up and leave
movement. "I am o posed," continued
was the hero of an adventure on plans will Include serious considera it at home when he wanted to go out
er,
Dr. Eliot "to allowing the carrying on
his vacation last winter that proves tion of their ability.
anywhere and he couldn't the baby.'
of theatres on Sunday or moving pic"Then, too, the Senators must not
a Cub Is the match
"Ha! Ha!" said the host "Most
sometimes,
that,
ture shows or big professional games of a bear. Overall's home is at Visa- be overlooked. The Washington lead
amusing! Now, my dog "
which attract thousands of spectators 11a, in
sleeve.
his
er
have
something up
may
"Poor little Fldo" broke in the womCalifornia, and during the early
with an admission charge."
only aggrega- an at his left. "It's all I can do to
winter, before the snows shut off all St Louis la about the to
Dr. Eliot is now concerned with th
watched
be
keep from crying whtn I think of him!
approach to the famous Yoseralte Val- tion that doee, not need
framing of a measure which will glv ley, Overall led a party of friends on closely."
I think dogs must have souls, dont
a camping trip into the valley. The
you? He was a cocker spaniel and so
party was to speud ten days in tents PLAYING BALL IN HONDURAS affectionate. He loved me devotedly
and couldn't bear to have me out of
exploring the Yosemlte and, although
they were not intending to hunt on American National Game Fast Ac- his sight, and it always made him
furious If we went riding and didn't
government land, they took guns with
quiring Strong Hold on People
take him along. Whenever 1 left him
them as a means of
of Little Republic
behind he went straight upstairs to a
The big grizzly bears in the upper
i
low shoe closet where I kept my shoes,
irv.part of the valley are extremely
la
America
of
national
The
game
and it the door wasn't locked he'd
friendly, embarrassingly so, to tell the fast
acquiring a strong hold on the nose It open. Then he'd carry every
truth. They have been protected from.
At the first one of those shoes and
slippers down
until they feel just as any people of Honduras.
j?
.' ...... hunters
ever played In that Re- stairs and
them on the window
put
other Native Son does that it la legi match game was held
at Tegucigalpa seat and sit guard over them till he
timate to loot any visitor. So instead public which
on June 24, 1910, nearly all the promi--nen- t saw me come home. I tell you, noj
people, including many govern- body could touch those shoes he'd
..ll!J4
Jr
ment officials, were present. The na- growl and show his teeth and raise a
tional band was also in attendance dreadful row! I thought It so cun
nd helped to make the occasion a ning!"
4rreat success. The umpire, who. Is
"Very pretty, indeed," said the host
known as Jues del campo, or field "It reminds me that my dog "
judge, had to give many difficult de"Henry!" Interrupted his wife from
cisions, as the game was very well the foot of the table, "don't you re
exclt-Inplayed and extremely close and
member Sport? Sport was the bull,
The game was Introduced by the dog my brother owned and when Hen
"
Dr. Charles W. Eliot.
school authorities, who wished to ry was coming to see me Sport took
give the youth of the town seme sort the greatest fancy to him. One night
entire freedom on the first day of the
healthful outdoor sport. And the re- when he was calling and another man
of
manner
of
all
week for the enjoyment
sult has far surpassed their most san- came Sport sat on the front steps and
of outdoor sports, for the witnessing of
guine expectations. Indeed, so popu- wouldn't let the other man come up
which no charge shall be made.
lar has the game become that at any to ring the bell! Wasn't that perfect
time of the day or even of the night ly killing? The other man declared
ROTATION PLAN TO BE USED
boys can be seen In all the principal that Henry had subsidized Sport with
streets and in the outskirts throwing soupbones, but he really was quite
New System of Handling
Pitchers
and batting balls to the danger of the nice about it, because he sent us a
.
Adopted by Management of New
passer-bylovely silver dish when we were mar
York American Team.
The boys take to the game natural- ried."
"Good old dog. Spurt," agreed the
ly and play It with the same amazing
"Rotation" is the keynote of a new
skill as do their brothers in Cuba, host. "As I was saying "
When Cub Meets Cub.
cyBtem of handling the pitching staff
where baseball is a popular pastime.
"Fldo really must have been part
which has been adopted by the man
Doubtless in a short time a league human," said the woman on his left,
the
of
York
attacking
camping
parties
New
Americans
big
of
the
agement
will be formed, and the national game "He would sulk and pout, you know,
for the coming season. Six pitchers. silver tips usually loiter around to of America will be the national game Once, when we had been riding and
of
from
the
means
subsistence
collect
Ford, Qulnn, Vaughn, Fisher, Cald
of Honduras also. Baseball Is a won- he had stayed at home, he evidently
well and Warhop, are relied on to tourists.
derful game, combining as It does the thought It over and got terribly mad
two
were
In
the
party
practical
team
summer.
the
through
carry the
best qualities of the mind with those for he aeted just like a child who was
kind
of
think
the
that
Jokers
justifiand they are to be worked in turn
to show how
homicide
a
Joke.
able
Overall, of the body, and its adoption by the In a rage and wanted
good
with clocklike regularity.
into my
be.
He
could
can
bad
he
Honduras
of
result
Jumped
people
only
seen
bit
a
many bears, wasn't
Manager Chase believes that Ford's having
In their benefit.
lap and climbed up on my shoulder
success last year was wholly due to timid, although ,the ladles In the party
and pawed my hair down just as
came prowling
the fact that he did not pitch out of were. The bears that
viciously as though he were saying
to
Awarded
food
usualseek
the
around
Michigan
camps
Trophy.
his regular turn. He positively re'I'll show you." I laughed till 1 al
women
a
the
the
The
Western
cup presented by
fused togo into the box unless he ly started panic among
'
was
and because of this it
arrange
Intercollegiate Magazine, emblematic most cried."
. was absolutely fit and ready, with the
tents should be set up of the 1910 western gridiron chamresult that he was always at his best. that the four
women In the pionship, has reached its final resting
"Dogs certainly are intelligent,"
Under this method of procedure Ford with the tent for the
of Water- said the host In a strained but deknew exactly when he was expected center and the others surrounding it place in the trophy-rooto pitch,' and consequently nerved to protect them from bears and other man gymnasium at Ann Arbor. The termined voice. "Now, the dog 1 am
wild animals.
cup is a splendid trophy, and having telling you about"
himself for the task.
Overall had a small tent all to him been awarded Michigan by a Jury of
He was Interrupted by his wife and
Chase maintains that if the other
'
self and voluntarily slept there to competent football coaches and off- the rest of the women rising and de- a
in
worked
man
similar
are
pitchers
and contents icials is accepted as conclusive proof nartinic for the library. "We'll have
ner they will prove vastly more ef protect the cook tent bruins.
That of Wolverine gridiron supremacy.
the
our coffee there," his wife remarked.
from
marauding
belief
his
he
in
is
sup
fective, and
the practical jokers a grand
' The deserted men edged closer toported by many close students of the gave
for a joke. While Overall was
gether and the host cleared his throat.
Eight 8takes at Latonla.
game. It is argued that a pitcher idea
women the
Eight stakes, with a total value of "Now," he said firmly. "I shall tell
cannot be expected to do himself jus showing some of the
of the valley the "Jokers" $20,000, will be offered by the La- you about that dog I "
beauties
to
called
is
if
he
upon
tice
suddenly
to a string tonla Racing association during the
"Say," spoke up the only man who
nter the box at a time when he is hitched a flitch of bacon
and proceeded half a mile Into the meeting of 31 days, which is unofficial- had contributed nothing to the symhardly ready for a grueling test.
forest Then they proceeded to lay ly scheduled to begin on June 13 and posium, "I don't care about dogs. Let's
trails dragging the bacon along the terminate July 15. The entries to the talk about horses. I've got a horse
Carlisle Plays Harvard.
of the stakes close on
Th Carlisle Indian team has been ground from various parts
Wednesday, March that's a wonder!"
the
at
side 1. It is proposed to give handicaps
each
trail
woods,
ending
"Well, of course, it's in my own
added to the Harvard football sched
anything violent"
ule bv the Harvard athletic board in of Overall's tent. To finish the Joke and feature races dally in adidtion to house, so I can't do
hid the flitch of bacon under the stakes, which will have from $600 said the host "So babble on, conthey
will
The
be
Cornell.
of
game
place
found you!"
Overall's mattreaa.
to $1,000 added.
played at Cambridge Novembe 11

There Is so much talk of young
blood la baseball that many manager!
earn to bar
become absolute
mania on !n the matter of allowing
jnen to go for no other reason than
(the fact that they bare seen seven or
lght years of service In the big
leagues. One out of about every
twenty recruits makes good, and In
th meantime players of ability who
jean play rings around the youngsters
'who bare supplanted them are allowed to drift Into the minors.
Wllllama and Ferris would positive-Bhare shone on tb St. Louis Browns
1at year, and Hughes would bare
'been no slouch In Washington. But
Ten mors striking than the paaslng
of these players is the fact that Rube
Waddell has been allowed to go out
of fast company. The big
Sbas a lot of winning games left In him
and would be sure to strengthen almost any club In either league, while
to team such as the Brooklyn or
tBoston Nationals he would be absolutely Inraluable.
Waddell Is valuable not only as a
player but as a drawing card as well,
for with the possible exception of
Bugs" Raymond, more than any
other player In the country.
It was only a few weeks ago that
Tie struck out 25 men In a game of
jlndoor baseball, which should at
jleast give some Indication that be
(still has puzzlers. He would certainly
Ibe a big card In New York, and either
of the local clubs would be making
an extremely good more to pick him
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FRIDAY, JUNE 30 IS THE LAST DAY

left-hand-

lyJt'

-

Only a few more days in which to avail yourself of the splendid money-savinopportunities presented by this sale Heavy price reductions in every
department. Unusual values at atime when you can get the most service
from your purchases. The following is but an example:
g

,

One Piece Dresses
MMOU.6S.00 Dresses for ..$30.00
29.50 to 37.50 Dresses for. . . 19.50
23.50 to 27.50 Dresses for ... 15.00
16.50 to 21.50 Dresses for..v. 11.00
11.00 to 12.50 Dresses for. . . 6.25
7.50 Dresses for . .

.

$,50

,0

t0

4.00 to

5.00

Waists for

4.50

6.50
7.00

one-thir- d.

"
"

3.25
1.45

'

VV

1.00

....

Stylish and Serviceable Men's Suits

...

25 00 t0 28.50 Suit9 for
20.00 to 22.50 Suits for.

1.95

"...

"
"

tS

J

$3.95

Waists for

2.75 to 3.00 Waists for
2.00 to 2.25 Waists for
1.50 to 1.75 Waists for
4.00 Black Taffeta Waists

Separate Skirts reduced from one- 2.95 to $16.40
fourth to

well-know- n

Tailored Suits

Lingerie Waists

2.00

0

3.50

,

15.75
11.50

.

351 OllliS

value for

6.00 and 6.50 values
5.00 values for

4.00

.. .

for.....

$4.75
3.75
3.25

at Irresistible Prices
PQ OC

Our entire line of Men's Suits, consisting of light and dark effects in the newest and most desirable
models, suits that look well and wear well, worth from $18.00 to $25 each. Special for this sale
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la Much Easier to Prevent Injuries
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Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?

Than to Cure Them After
Their Infliction.

Indiscriminate trimming and a lack

of sealing causes the death of 50 per
cent of our fruit and shade trees. Dis-

eases which result from an unhealed
wound are many. Most common and
probably the most edstructlve is the
bore or tree worm. He gains entrance
wherever the bark is broken and eats
to the heart of the tree. These worms
multiply rapidly and soon the tree
they are eating begins to look unhealthy. The leaves become brown
and some of the branches die.
Whenever there Ib a hole that holds
water the rot will start and eat out
the heart and a hole where water can
accumulate is illustrated by one fine
old apple tree. Water gathered; winter came on; it froze and burst the entire bark of the tree. As a result, a
grand old family tree which bad furnished luscious russets to three generations of little folk was lost Then
there Is the winged ant, which also
enters through an unbarked wound
and flourishes in colonies fatal to the
life of a tree.
Seventy-fiv- e
per cent of the trees in
the avenues and streets of our American cities and villages are suffering
from one or tho other of these evils, If
not all. And yet that is not so serious as it sounds, for the growth of a
tree is of such a nature that all of
these troubles can be overcome. However, the best way to keep your trees
healthy is to protect them from Injuries. Careless bumps from a lawn
mower at the base of a young tree
often gives entrance to the bores and
result In Its death. Keep nails and
spikes out of them. Do not allow rope
or wire burns to be made upon them,
and do not burn oft the grass where
you expect young trees to flourish.
A tree grows only on the outside
the Interior or heart contributes nothing to its life. If there is a hole, big
or little In your tree, spend a halt
holiday in tree surgery and save the
years of waiting which a new tree

--

Phone lain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Laa Vegas. New Mexico.
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He Wanted It Safe.
Townley Your friend, the old sea
captain, seemed to be a little timid
about going in your auto?
Wlmstrong Yes; the fact is, he absolutely refused to go at all until I
had the machine equipped with an
anchor and a compass.

In

the Health

ful New Mexi-

can Rocket,
near Lai Vagal
5TAQB LEAVES EVERY nORNINQ AT 8 O'CLOCK
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IS. TEST

liERVE WHERE fil AllUEL FLED

OF

REPARTEE OF DIAMOND
INTEND
ED TO TRY TEMPER
OF
OPPONENTS.

DOOIN'S DUEL
For Ones

Cub

8hort.t

".umuon

Speechless

lbon

WITH
1.

Gibraltar, Great Britain's Great
est Naval Stronghold.

TINKER

e..

,

Delehanty'. Remark- of Nerve How
Lost a Game for
Pittsburg.

By HUGH 8. FULLERTON
"
th baseba11 fleld

f asrtTHf
cutting and as one
man remarks oft- -, young
urn limi.
mi n
CuttIn
col-leg-

If It

e

,ncl8lv repartee
"aJr leagues. - "This ain't no
Place for a gentleman
It is as Dode
Crlss remarked after a short
flight In
n aeroplane: "It's fine
and exhilarating, but I don't recommend It to a
nerrous person as a sure cure."
The object of most of the
repartee
uiumona is to test the nerre
and temper of th nnnnn.n.
j .l.
player who permlu the rough rall- , Euaae eiuier his
confldence or
his temper Is going back Just as
as when he commences to foul surely
halls
onio nis reetr-wh- lch
in baseball is
aid to be the surest sign of retrogression. ,
One ot the sharpest passages of repartee during the last season was the
duel of words between Phnriu "nA"
Dooin, the scrappy little manager and
vmcner or me Philadelphia Nationals,
and Joe Tinker, the ahortston of th
Cubs. Dooin Is a man who oft the ball
neio nerer uses an oath of any sort,
but Who. On the Dlarlnr flalil ran rn.Va
a Mississippi river mate blush. He
naa just been made manager of the
Phillies and Tinker, who is a fast
xninaer ana talker, opined It would be
a good time to see whether or not he
could Jar the nerves of the new manager. So when Tinker came to bat
each time during the game he eat
loose wun a nne line of insulting insinuations. He went out twice with- out getting a hit and each time he
adaea to bis- line of conversation.
"You're a fine manager," he remarked over his shoulder as he faced the
pitcher lie third time. "Where do
you get off, you cheap skate? You
grabbed a manager's Job and cheated
a good man out of a decent salary."
i He kept adding to that line of conversation while Dooin, busily catching, was retorting in kind.
"You get $3,000 for managing and
catching and rob Gleason of a salary
of $4,000," remarked Tinker. "What
th.6

-

A

Temptation
1

s'

"license have you to manage a club?"
"Well," replied Dooin, "the best

thing I've done this far is to refuse to
trade Doolan for you and two pitch-ers- .
1 think that shows some Judg
ment."
And Tinker for once was speech
'less.
There Is a rule on the Detroit club,
unwritten but observed by the team
ever since Hughle Jennings became
its manager, that when a player is
hurt he Bhall pretend not to be. The
object of the rule Is to "phaze" the
other team. During the early summer
observed the rule of
. Jim Delehanty
the club in one of the greatest dis-- plays of nerve ever shown on the ball
field. Del was trying to steal second.
' The second baseman shoved his leg
out to block the runner while he took
the throw and Del made a hard twisting slide trying to get past the leg
which had him stymied and to reach
the bag. His leg smashed against the
les of the baseman with terrific force
.and after the baseman had touched
blm out he hobbled around on one foot
groaning and rubbing his shin and
abusiag Del for trying to hurt him.
"Keep your leg out of the way and
quit blocking runners and you won't
get hurt," gritted Del ar he arose
from the dust "Some of you fellows
will get your gambs chopped off try- arose and
lng tc block us." And he
swaggered over to the bench.
Once concealed in the bench he
. called the trainer, who stripped down
his stocking and discovered that the
his
spikes of the baseman had gouged
inches
four
for
bone
shin
the
along
leg
literally scraping the flesh off the
--

.

.

;

bone.

It was that injury which practically
American
put the Tigers out of the
set
Infection
as
race,
pennant

league
In and Delehanty was only able to
the remain-- .
play a few games during
der of the season.
Stein-feldtThat reminds me of Harry
.
famous story about the gam-est ball player in history. Thea story
base-- .
has been told before, but it is
worth
repeating.
bail classic and
"The gamest player that ever war
's

Woman of Many Sorrows and Tragedies Who Devoted Herself to
the People Charities Wer
Her Only Extravagance.
'Lisbon. Perhaps there is not In
all Europe today a more pathetic figBrave she
ure) than Queen Amelie.
has proved herself to be often, but
there is something about the calm intrepid spirit With which she has faced
this latest trouble, which calls forth
the deep sympathy of womankind the
world over.
After having had her husband and
her eldest son slain by her side, In tlto
most shocking fashion, nearly three
years ago, and her own remaining boy
wounded, she has now been compelled
to submit to the loss of her son's
throne (that was also her own), and
has been driven with him to seek
refuge abroad leaving all their belongings, all their personal treasures,
in the hands of the revolutionists.
Born in England at Turkinham on
the banks of the Thames her father,
the late Comte de Paris, being banished at the time , from France
Amelie will doubtless add one more to
that Parisian group of thronelcss
royalties who furnished' the inspiration of one ot Alphonse Daudet's famous novels.
What Amelie Fears.
Perhaps Queen Amelie's greatest
grief In connection with the recent
tragio events will be the shattered future of her only remaining son. For
all hopes for the future are practically at an end for a monarch who has
been deposed by his people. Another
source of profound sorrow will be the
fact that she will be barred henceforth from that Church of St Vincent at Lisbon where her murdered,
husband and eldest son sleep their
last sleep.
She will be in doubt, Indeed, whether the remains of those so dear to her
.
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Beware of the Dangerous Housefly

DIARY
"Yesterday morning Betty telephoned to ask if I was going downtown. If you are," Bhe said, "I should
like to have you buy a pair of long
white gloves for me to wear to Bob's
fraternity assembly tonight I've Just
discovered that I haven't a presentable pair, and, ot course. Bob wishes
me to look my best, for he is chairman of the floor committee. I'm so
busy today that I Just hate to go
downtown."
, "I'll be glad to go for you," I said.
"It's awfully good of you to make
a special trip, Lucile," she exclaimed.
Then I hurried away, for I wished
to be early at a sale of lingerie frocks
that I had seen advertised. I tried on
nine or ten of them before I could
come to any decision, and then I had
three sent home on approval, for I
don't believe in buying thoughtlessly
or carelessly.
By the time I had finished this
rather exhausting work it was noon
and I felt that I needed a more substantial lunch than I could afford to
buy, so I went over to father's office,
but he was out. I knew it would be
useless to wait for him, so I started;
back to the retail district and waa
walking slowly down La Salle street
when I met Wisner Lee. I told him
how I happened to be In that part of
town.
"I shall be delighted If you will take
lunch with me," he said.
Of course, I protested that I wasn't
hungry, but he Just laughed and took
me to a cafe, where we had a delightful meal.
We ate slowly and lingered over the
dessert I was startled to find how
late It was when we rose from the
table.
"Let's go to see the pictures at
Barndale's," suggested Wisner.
"Oh, have they a new collection
there?" I asked. "I should love to go,
but I have to buy a pair of gloves for
Betty."
"We can run Into one of the shops
and get the gloves and then go on to
Barndale's," said he.
So we walked to the store where
Betty trades. I selected a pair ot
gloves and had them charged and sent
to Betty.
"I feel quite out of it," I said, laugh-lngl"You know that before Uncle
Bob married Betty he used to take me
to his fraternity dances."
"Why can't we have a little celebration of our own tonight?" asked Wisner. "If we can't go to the assembly,
we can go to the theater. Well Just
get some tickets before we see the
pictures."
I was dressing for the theater In the
evening, when mother came Into my
room and asked for Betty's gloves.
"Betty's gloves!" I repeated. I was
fixing my hair in a charmingly quaint
style which I had seen that afternoon
in one of the most beautiful portraits
in the collection.
"Yes, Betty's new gloves that you
were to buy for her today," said
mother. "Bob U downstairs waiting
for them." .
"Why, I had them sent to Betty at
her home, of, course," I explained.
Mother left the room, but before I
had got even one aide of my hair done
she was back again.
"Bob wants to know what time you
bought the gloves," she Bald.
"Somewhere between three and
four," I replied.
"Well, then, of course they won't be
delivered tonight. Why didn't you
bring them with you?"
"Now, mother, you know very well
that I couldn't carry a package to an
art exhibition
"Well, I don't see what poor Betty
can do," sighed mother.
I stopped right in the middle of doing my hair and hunted up some white
gloves. "There," I said. "Tell Uncle
Bob to take these to Betty. She and
I wear the same size."
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Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.
War to the death should be declared upon the little
pest His
presence is a disgrace. His touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there is no dirt and filth there will
be no flies,

Keep the fliea away from the MIllc
Don't a'low flies in your house.
Don't permit them near your food,

especially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be
exposed to the swarms

of flies.
Don't let flies crawl over the baby'a mouth and swarm
upon the
nipple of Its nursing bottle.
Clean up your premises "Inside and out, and then see that others do
the same.. Strike at the root of the evil The
housefly breeds in horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these materials In such a

that the house-flcannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
and insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and
every one from whom
you buy food stuffs does the same. There is more health in a well screenway

y

ed house than in many a doctors' visit.
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Want
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Some habits one should want to break and
ajl bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

y.

Cray-foot'-

ls

"This Ain't No rlace for a Gentle
man."

r LUCILE'S

Portugal Most
Treated.
Unfairly

Brewer shrugged his shoulders a lit
Its Defense During a Famous Siege a
tie angrily, for the Idle remark IrriMemorable
For Four
Event
tated him.
Years Spaniards Bombarded
"It's so," persisted the speaker.
"You've the best chance on earth to
Impregnable Rock.
be dishonest if you wanted to and
Gibraltar. When King Manuel fled never be suspected. Lucky for the
from Portugal he quite naturally banks and lucky for you that
youe
sought refuge at Gibraltar for the honest!"
The words repeated themselves In
simple reason that it was the Safest
aa well as the nearest place which of- tis mind as Brewer
walked along.
fered him protection.
Furthermore, Crayfoot was right Brewer, an exsince Great Britain is supposed to pert man on safes, time and time
have guaranteed the integrity of Man- again again held the secrets of bank
uel's rule it was probably as wise a vaults in his mind, with no man to
move as he could have made. Gibra- stop him should he choose to
dispose
ltar is a strongly fortified point com- of the night watchman
and, opening
manding thhe entrance to the Mediter- those vaults, relock them after helpranean sea, and it is regarded as the ing himself. It was Indeed
lucky that
greatest naval stronghold of Great he was honest
Britain. Besides a small town at its
With the speculative smile still curvfoot, it consists of a mountainous rock ing his lips he turned in at the Guth-rletowering, at its highest point, about
house, springing up the steps
U.,493 feet above the sea level.
with the eagerness which was always
One of the most obstinate and fa- his when Gertrude Guthrie was near.
mous defenses made in history was
As she came toward him, smiling.
that of Gibraltar by the British in Brewer thought again, as he had
1779-8when that stronghold was be- thought Innumerable
times before,
sieged and blockaded by allied French how all things beautiful should be hen
and Spanish forces. At this time Eng- by. right beauty of surroundings, of
land was engaged in the American garb, of Jewels. That she should be
revolution and Spain, well aware of wasted in obscurity seemed a crime
the consequent weakness resulting and the Guthrie family was In only
from the American broil, took occa- moderate circumstances, with all the
sion to improve her opportunity by longing of those poor for generations
for the power of wealth.
attacking the Impregnable rock.
On the 21st of June, 1779, a strict
blockade was established by the SpanThat evening he discovered that exish fleet The British forces num- citement swayed Gertrude's parents.
bered in all 6,382 men, Including 1,045 Evans, the millionaire, had of late
Hanoverians under General Eliot, the shown marked preference for Gergovernor. The first calamity that trude's society. So in her mother's
faced the besieged British was famine. heart a wild hope, had sprung to life.
The first general firing began on the Brewer, who always had been cordial12th of January, 1780, and five days ly welcomed before, felt a chill In the
.
later Admiral Rodney overcame the air.
"You forget," Gertrude's mother told
Spanish admiral, threw a good supply
of food provisions into the fortress, her when she had promised Brewer
added, 1,000 men to the garrison and, that she would go with him to the
removing all useless mouths, left it theater the following evening, "you
dependent on its own strength. For forget that Mr. Evans said he might
a year everything was quiet, nothing call."
Brewer, watching the color come
important happened and all the while
the besieging fleet were maneuvering and go on the girl's face with a queer,
to cut off all chance of food supply choking sensation in his throat, knew
from the British.
that to Gertrude also Evans was a
glittering prospect
Faced Starvation.
Walking slowly homeward, thinking
In 1781 the 7,000 defenders of GibIt over, he could not blame her. With
starvawere
face
to
raltar
face with
the possibility of losing her, desperation. On the 12th of April Admiral tion
to tinge his thoughts. He
Darby conveyed 100 merchant vessels was began
into the bay. The Spaniards instant- roundstill going over the same weary
mentally the following day as
ly opened fire, hoping to reduce the he worked
on the time lock of the
debilitated garrison before any effectu- Eastern bank. Into
his musings, clear
al aid could reach them. Deadly and
s
sharp like a stroke, floated
missiles were poured into the place
idle suggestion as to his chances
114
of
for
and
by
pieces
artillery
to enrich himself.
many days the bombardment lasted
as he worked
His hands
with unabated vigor, and, though less on. Once or trembled
he
twice
glanced, half
Incessant, it continued without interinto the Interior of the
mission until November 26, when, in frightened,
vault, where he had no right to go.
Strsinge thoughts disturbed his brain
and his Hps tightened Into a line as
he planned for It could do no harm
to plan. It really was very simple.
The only drawback was that eventually suspicion would narrow down to
him. By then, however, he could have
his plunder safely concealed. They
could prove nothing and Gertrude
'
would believe in him.
This thought brought the first chill,
for how could he face her, she believing in him? He remembered her
trustful eyes and breathed hard. Then
he remembered Evans and again took
up-hplanning with tightening lips.
7
There was a queer medley in his
brain several nights later when he
again sought Gertrude. He had a mad
fancy that he could better crystallize
The Rock of Gibraltar.
his plans if he were in her presence
and could hear her voice. Since tempa desperate midnight sally, the Brit- tation had beset him he had existed in
ish succeeded in destroying the more a daze, thinking, planning, always
advanced of the enemy's lines, in set- planning.
His eyes were feverish as he bent
ting fire to many of the Spanish batteries, and in blowing up their princi- toward the girl when conversation
pal depot of ammunition. This daring lagged. "Gertrude," he asked, huskily,
enterprise, successfully carried out "would you give up Evans would you
In the face of 135 guns, was attended marry me if I had money and could
and give you things?"
With surprisingly small loss,
forms one of the mftst brilliant Inci
Startled, she looked at him and then
she smiled, the half sad, tender smile
dents in a magnificent defense.
After this repulse the Spaniards women give those for whom they care
ceased severe hostilities for several In spite of all.
"But you'll never have money,
days, up to which cessation the garri
son had been Incessantly bombarded Louis," she told him. "You are not one
Tor eight months. In July, 1782, Duo of the kind of men who get rich."
fie Crillon took command of the as
Brewer saw only the smile. "I shall
sailants and preparations were made be, I tell you!" he said. "And then
for the grand assault Additional batr you'll marry me?"
She drew back and her face whitterles were erected on the land side
and floating batteries built to battel ened as her eyes searched his haggard
face.
the fortress from the sea.
"No," she almost whispered, "no, beThe Famous Attack.
cause if you came to me with a forThe attack began September 8 by a tune in your hands, Louis, I'd know
bombardment simultaneously on all that you hadn't got It honestly."
ships poured
sides; nine
In their broadsides; 15 gun and other
As Brewer gazed Into her eyes he
boats approached the town; while felt helplessly that they saw far down
of
170
pieces
from the Spanish lines,
Into the secret recesses ot his soul,
ordnance of large caliber opened in were reading the blackness of the
one magnificent dicharge. This terri- thoughts there. He felt that she was
fying fire continued till the 12th, when shrinking from him in a dawning horthe combined French and Spanish ror. His face dropped into his hands.
fleets, numbering 47 sail of the line, the
It was as from a distance that he
ten battering ships mentioned above heard her breathe his name. "Louis,"
with many frigates and other smaller she said, haltingly. "I don't under-stanvessels, anchored In the bay of GibralWhy should you so misjudge
tar. On the 13th every gun of besieged me? Why should a question of wealth
batand besiegers was in play. The
enter Into the subject of my marrytering ships proved Invulnerable to ing you? If I cared, you know? Do
shot and shell. The defenders, as a you think so poorly of me as that?"
balla
The man. raising his bead, saw her
last resort, began firing red-ho- t
f
ships and after con- breathless, flushed with the. effort of
on the
tinuing this for a day succeeded in her words, with that little smile of
tenderness and self giving. A loathing
burning the ship of the Spanish
and also the Bhip second in of himself, of the, sin that was seared
14th
of
all on his soul, overwhelmed him,
the
command. By the end
swept
the battering ships were destroyed by him out into the full current of life
The great bombardment of again.
flames.
"Oh," he breathed, as he bent over
September 13 was the crowning triumph of the Biege that lasted four her bands. "Give me time! Give me
the
a chance to show what I can be, Geryears. The firing continued from
Spanish lines until February 2, 1783. trude, with your helpl"
when Due de Crillon called for peace.
,
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Queen Amelie of
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LOVABLE

Queen Amelie.

'not be subjected to some such
frightful Indignities as those which
characterized the last revolutionary
outbreak In Barcelona, when the mob
having sacked the convents and monasteries, tore the dead monks and
nuns from their tombs, paraded them
about the city, either whole or piecemeal, exposed them to every sort ot
outrage, and ended by setting them up
In grotesque positions at Yhe ruined
entrances of the sacred buildings
from which they had been taken.
Ever since Amelie's husband and
eldest son were assassinated she had
lived in utter terror lest her only remaining son, Manuel II., should share
their fate. For herself, her own safety
and welfare, she cared little. Those
who know Amelie realize that when a
cruel death claimed her husband on
that terrible afternoon in February,
1906, her heart was quite broken, and
the only Interest left for her In life
lay in her son, Manuel. The domestic
life of King Carlos and Amelie was
utterly unclouded and the queen waa
the happiest ot wives and mothers.
Tried to Help the People.
Amelie has been obliged to submit
to seeing the Instigators of the murder of King Carlos and the crown
prince not only unpunished, but even
occupying positions of Influence and
rank. Indeed, she was brought face
to face with them almost dally and
had to remain silent for the sake of
the young king.
She was debarred from rewarding
those who had endeavored to defend
her husband on the day of his assassination and could not open a Portuguese paper without finding Its columns filled with calumniations of her
dead husband, which she was powerless to officially or publicly deny.
Since Amelie, then a slender young
woman renowned for her exquisite
beauty, came to Portgual a little over
24 years ago, she has done nothing
but good. Out of her own personal
fortune she has had built and endowed homes for crippled children, or
phan asylums, homes for the blind and
pnbllo dispensaries.
Marie Amelie is possessed of a suf
ficiently large fortune ot her own to
have rendered her wholly Independent
of the Portuguese treasury. Her own
extravagances consisted of her many
charities, and that from her own
purse she returned to the Portuguese
government money which it was as
serted had been advanced to her husband, the late king, but which he did
not In reality owe. It will be realized
that Portugal has driven from her soil
a wise, good and energetic princess,
who spent her entire married life in
working for the welfare of her people
a woman toward whom they should
be filled with feelings of gratitude.

will

I regret to say that Betty often
lates good taste by venting her 111
humor over the telephone. This morning she called me up to tell me that
my "carelessness" had Just about
spoiled her evening.
"What do you mean?" I asked, with
dignity.
"You sent me a mismated pair ot
gloves and I did not discover it until
at the asI was in the dressing-roohall."
sembly
"No one would notice the difference
at night" I replied.
"I think," returned Betty, Icily, "that
any one would notice the difference
street glove and
between a
a shoulder length glove. It wasnt
very pleasant for me to have to appear with bare hands and arms at the
most formal affair of the season. Bob
was dreadfully annoyed."
I started to say something sympathetic to her, but she had broken
the telephone connection. Betty at
times Is so abrupt as to be positively
rude.

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

'

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it,

"

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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SOME REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC

THE full Associated
day.

'

Press report is printed

HONEST presentation of daily happenings

vio-

EVERYTHING decent to print goes into

OUR

progressive merchants advertise in
columns.

PEOPLE generally read the paper and why
you.

,

two-butto- n

Queen

THE best asset a town

can have' is a live

events are. cnronicled
INTERESTINGweek.
OURAGE

is a feature of

utterances.

six

its editorial

Took Blame.

In the days of his youth Sir Charles
Dilke showed ardent Republican tendencies, and made many speeches In
the house of commons and throughout the country against monarchy.
Perhaps the best comment on tha
episode was that ot Queen Victoria
herself. It has been said that Dllke'i
father had been on terms of Intimacy
with the prince consort. The queen
recalled that she had stroked Dllke's
hair when he was but a child. "Perhaps." she said, "I rubbed It th
wrong war."
;

The Optic, 15c a Week by Carrier,
Per Year by Mail, $6.00
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farther than that of any. other man.
who took a leading part in the open
ing or the wilder ana Tiaer, west.

time bosom trie ads, tried and true, and
even If It is any thins but up ,to date,
l)C
..
it Is still dependable and can always
ESTABLISHED 187t
be counted on to do the right thins
PUBLISHED BY
at the right time. The editor has not
THE OPTIC PUBLISHlNa CO.
grown rich in wealth, but he-- has In
(iBItOHPOKftTMl)
good deeds, and when he goes to his
final reward you will take pleasure In
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
tel'lng of the milk of human kindness
that filled his heart. After all. It was
a real man, who made the old home
.
.
,
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OF ClflL- -

The care of children is not proper
ly subject to theory, but to a consideration of conditions, writes H. M. Al- den In HarperV Magazine for July.
Childhood is . tW reason of impressions, of plastic submission to these.
of backward-lookinand waiting, as
of forward-look-iuseason
is
the
youth
impulses. Nature has made this
distinction, and if in childhood she
n akes prepaartion
for the blossoming of youth, her processes are hid
den. We are advancing no theory, but
only recognizing this distinction of
terms, when we plead for the child's
free and full indulgence of the backward regard. Iti Is ours to help him
to his natural birthright, to lead him
into the field of the past, with some
sense of what calls him thither a
wheih determines the contacts
we give him and there we leave him
free to derive his own Impressions
from the scene, the persons all that
makes the play. We burden him with
no technicalities, which he no more
needs than when he is brought Into
contact with natural objects; and we
refrain from, distracting him by ul
terlor meanings or analytical Inter- pi etatlons, which he may himself seek
later.
The past Is not cherished simply
because it Is past. In the lines of culture the dust of antiquity has been
most diligently sifted for Its hidden
wealth; and this wealth Is not that
of the market-place- ,
but of the clearinghouse of imagination.
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Eon YOUNG on OLD
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The majority of human ailments are'eaused by impure blood,
because weak, polluted blood. deprives the system of its necessary

.

,

!

Cora! Cameo Rings.'
Coral Cameo Brooches.
Coral Beads.
Coral Cuff Links
Coral Scarf Pins

Coral Rings,
Coral Brooches,

g
powers. Children do not develop perstrength and
fectly, nor are thev strone and robust unless the blood is pure and
strong, while old people are afflicted with Rheumatism and other
chronic troubles because of a weakened circulation. S.S.S. cures every
ailment which comes from impure or diseased blood, it tones up and
regulates every portion of the system and creates an abundant supply ot
nourishing properties with which to build up the blood. y'S.S.S.
y
made entirely of healing, strengthening roots, herbs and barks,
free from harmful drugs and minerals, and is therefore the
purest and safest blood medicine for ybung or old. S.S.S. cures
Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Scrofula,
Malaria, Blood Poison, and all other blood disorders. Book on the
blood and any medical advice free. S.S. S. is sold at drug stores.
disease-resistin-

j

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

absri-lutel-

JEWELER and Optician
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Colonel M. St: Padgett of The Optic,
went to Santa Fe this morning on a
business-- trip. " " ' '
John Joerns, clerk of the court for
the Fourth Judicial district, was In
Santa Fe today on a short business
I
visit.
Charles Minium is reported as haV- ing gone to Watrous this afternooi.
Minium 'always goes east on his
vactlon trip.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts left last
evening for his home in Raton, after
having been here a couple of days
on court business.
Mrs. Elinor Collins, who has been
here visiting her son, E. R. Collins,
and the Flints, left today for her
home in Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Coors, Jr.,
are here from Clovis for a visit to
his parents. Mr. Coors is practicing
law In "the cut-of- f
metropolis.
' J. E. McMahon, superintendent for
the Santa Fe at Clovis, was In Las
Vegas a short time today. His car
was attached to Santa Fe train No.

o

.who does the

the

measuring

the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your

DRUG

CO.

Pboue Main 3

TEACHERS TO PASS
THROUGH LAS VEGAS
HUNDREDS OF PEDAGOGUES
GET GLIMPSE OF CITY
WAY TO COAST

10.

Elder Yoder of Arthur, Til., left for
home today after having been here
WILL
a short time on business. Mr. Yoder
ON

Carloads and special train loads ol
school teachers, en route from the
east to the National Educational association convention In San Francisco,
will begin to pass through Las Vegas
on July 1. The first consignment of
teachers will arrive on Santa Fe
train No, 1 at 1:45 p. m., July 1, three
carloads being carried on this train.
On July 1, a special train carrying
teachers from Columbus, Ohio, will
pass through La 3 Vegas, making a
stop of some length here. The time
of the arrival of the Columbus special
AH
has not yet been announced.
trains on June 30, July 1, 2, and 3
will carry extra equipment,
loaded
with school teachers.
Most of the Las Vegas school teach
era being on their vaactions out of
town, it is not likely that any effort
will be made to entertain the visiting
teachers here.
Unlike the doctors,
the local school ma'ams do not own
automobiles and cannot entertain the
delegates to the N. E. A. in the extravagant manner in which the physl-claentertained the delegates to the
medical meet last week.
On June 29, a special troop train
Till arrive In Las Vegas, at a time
to be announced later, carrying
troops from Weehawken, N. J., to San
Francisco.
On July 6, a Glllespie-Kingspospe
cial will pass through here en route
to the coast carrying tourists from
TJew York and adjoining states. The
Gillesple-Kingspor- t
tours are similar
to the Gates and Raymond Whitcomb
excursions.
--

--

n

owns considerable land near Las Vegas.
After spending a few days In tha
city. Sheriff Secundino Romero has
returned to his ranch at Casa Grande
to complete the shearing of his sheep.
Mr. Romero will return the latter part
'
of this week.
Dr. and Mrs.;A? W. Sweezy, of
. Y., arrived in Las Vegas
yesterday afternoon and are guests ol
Mrs. Sweczy's mother, Mrs. L. R. Lay-toat 918-- ' Eighth street. They will
he here several weeks. Mrs. Sweezy
1j a sister of Prof. E. E. Wenworth
Layton.
W. W. ferrls of New York, the
new business manager for the Federal
Light ; and Traction company, is
sipendlng several days In Las Vegas
cn a business trip. Mr. Ferris' company controls the Las Vegas Light &
Power company. Its main offices are
In New York and it controls several
street railway and power plants in the
west and southwest.
Jacob Davidhizer, who resides eighteen miles east of Las Vegas In the
Mishawakft dry farming district, was
in the city today.
Mr. Davidhizer
says no hail fell in that vicinity. No
rain fell during the afternoon with the
exception of a scattering slower.
Tjist night, however, a heavy rain oc
curred. s Mr.; Davidhizer says the
country Is wet all the way from this
city to Mishawaka
n

rt

New York, June 28. United States
Senator Francis E. Warren of Wyoming, secured a license here today
to wed Miss Clara L. Morgan of this
city. Today was given as the time
for the ceremony. Senator Warren
gave hi residence as Cheyenne, Wyo.,
end his age as 67. He is a widower.
Miss Morgan said she was 35 years
years old and a daughter of John
Sands Morgan.
A BIT OF ADVICE
Second

Don't

Experiment
If you suffer from backache; headaches or dizzy spells; if you rest poorly and are languid in the mornin?;
if the kidney secretions are irregular
and unnatural in appearance, do not
delay. The kidneys are callus for
telp. Slight tymptome of kidney trouof more seble are but
be givshould
rious complaints. They
en attention before it is too late.
Dean's KIdnev Pills cure kidney
Thev are recomroeniied by
trouble.
thousands. Can EastfjLas Vegas. resi:
dents desire more convincing jjwxtf
than the statement If an East' Las
Vegas citizen who sfs that the cure
Boan'a, Kidney Pills effected years
has proven permanent?
Jacob Kenestrick, 706 Lincoln ave.,
"My
East Las Vegas, N. M., Bays:
which
Pills,
Doan's
Kidney
of
opinion
was publicly expressed In a testimonial I gave In their favor two and a
half years ago, remains unchanged.
Whenever I have taken Doan's Kid
ney Pills, procured from the Center
Block Pharmacy, they have brought
me relief from kidney complaint I
remedy the
m Hurt to elve this
nralse It deserves."
B0
by all dealers. Price
jFor- sale
Buffalo
:LCo..
nv.o.Mlttrarn
or the Unlted
New York, sole
''?
States.
fJ
Remember the name Doan's and
tak no other.
--
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BASEBALL GAME GIANT CRACKERS

THAT MIGHT

SALE

FOR '4TB NOT.

;

of the fireworks prepared for the
Fourth, but all the other
are mere variations of the same principle, bnt they Illustrate the care required to manufacture even the simplest form of pyrotechnical exhilaration on Independence Day.
And yet not all the fireworks are
made in this country. The Chinese
furnish millions upon millions of
They begin to arrive at the
port of New York early in May on
big ships. One vessel established a
record by bringing 210,000 boxes,
eight packages to a box. Four days
were consumed in unloading the
cargo.
ever-glorio-

SO POPULAR

HAVEBEEN

FAN DREAMS A DREAM, DEMAND THIS YEAR IS FOR THE
SMALLER AND MORE HARM- WHICH, HOWEVER, DIDNT '
'
LESS NO'lSE MAKER
COME TRUE

ARDENT

Item a
Every
.1 .1
Special Value

c

g.

Safe and sane though the Fourth of

Wheeled Rubber Tired Never Tip Sulky
Hammocks, 20 per cent discount
$3 00 Lace Curtains
$1,98
12x14 Heavy Wall Tents, ell
Roped, special sale.
Get Your Children a Play
Tent. As long as these
tents are in stock,
2

$l5

the Niagara Falls, war scenes and the antisepUo powder for the

steclal

It was in the last half of the ninth July, 1911 may be, the manufacture
inning of yesterday's game that things ot fireworks goes on, but the output
begun to happen. The Maroons were aud the advance orders are largely
three funs to the bad, the score be minished. This is the natural con
ing: Dawson 5; Las Vegas 2. Smith, sequence of a cruBade that is steadily

covery of the age. Relieves swollen
and sores poU.
feet, blisters "callous
'
It ta a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet;; Always use
It to break in new shoes. Sold everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen a Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
TRUST HEAD GUILTY
New York, June 28. Joseph P.
Reichmsn, formerly president of the
Carnegie Trust company, was found
guilty today of making false statements to the state banking
CARNEGIE

the new Indian recruit, who had been becoming nation-wid- e
In extent and
The uniform success that has atpitching a good game' but received
ramifications.
tended
the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
in
fatal
that
sixth,
support
Fewer novelties will be offered this
Foot-Eas- e
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
was first to the bat. Corich, who was year. Tnat Is the dictum of one or. tne In a Pinch, Use Allen's
Ladles can wear shoes one Else made it a favorite everywhere. It can
twirling for Dawson, became a trifle leading makers of pyrotechnics in
always be depended upon. For sale
smaller
after using Allen's Foot-Easi n steady. Smith used his head and New York City. lie is In the business
by all druggists.
7x7
pot a base on balls. Wilson was and knows what he is talking about
next.
He laid down a pretty infield He says the
and
tents
You can rent
and
hit
Smith took second. Ellis
half
Is
firecracker
a
renewal
enjoying
outfits
of
all kinds
camp
but the hit was so short that of favor, but the big dynamite crackfor picnicers or campSmith was held at third.
ers are not so popular. They have
ing parties.
Ellis promptly purloined the second been responsible for a large prbpor-- l
srck while Martin w(as swinging tion of Fourth of July mishaps.
Mexican Sombreros for
at the first pitched ball. Mar-t'vainly
Bootjack torpedoes will be seen in
Picnicers
who had not hit safely during the great numhers. These little wooden
entire game, swung alt another;
he balls are covered with an explosive
missed and the crowd gave a groan. si'bstance not very dangerous or very
Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
STORE The next two were wide of the plate. exhilarating. The toy cap pistol is
5, 10,
the city during the summer months may have The Optic
The suspense became so Intolerable much In evidence. This is the
Wells-Farrj- o
Co.
the
W.
sent to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
a
on
J.
rabid
that
eat
Lucas,
fan,
Opposite
that shoots poisonous caps
C. W. G. Ward's derby and mashed it and causes so
cases
of tetanus.
many
at the business office. The address can be changed as
Pat. The next ball came over as big
For those who have money to burn
as desired. Subscribers should give the old address
often
as a house. Martin landed on it and on the Fourth there are several
styles
it went sailing out to center, where of
when asking to have the paper sent to a new location.
fancy conflagrations. He can cut
CUT
it was gathered In by Cross after a a swath with plain and complicated
hprd run.
bombs. He can obtain tiny balloons
Smith started for home. Man and which at a certain height above the
ball arrived simultaneously.
Smith earth release parachutes bearing lad
threw himself forward in a long, des ders of colored lights. And he can
perate slide. Briefly missed him provide himself with all kinds of rockcleanly he was safe, while Ellis was ets and set pieces. All of these are
Two more runs In the realm of safe-a- n
perched on third.
re
If it may be termed a science must
were needed to tie the score and three works.
PRACTICALLY ALL THINGS ABOVE tr win. Lockhart
hit a hot one to sec
include a means of presenting the
Novelties for this year Include Trig
GROUND SUFFERED IRREPARond whHi Dorsey mjssed.
Ellis gers that go darting across the sky
ABLE DAMAGE
scored and Lockhart took second. An and spout into myriad
proposition to the greatest number
twisters; chassel, who had already connected safe- ers that fly back and forth in air like
of prospective buyers. To reach this
While the hail storm yesterday did ly three times, came up to the, plate. angry .serpents till they dissolve into
class in the southwest use the
not cover a large portion of the dry He struck out and P. H. Pierce, sit a transparent, trail of crimson light;
out
in
his
It
ting
of
car,
east
district
the
touring
gave
balls that spread out into a peacock's
city
farming
did a considerable amount of dam- despairing gasp and fell back on the tail or explode into a cataract of
age to gardens in Las Vegas and the ct.'snions a broken hearted man. Pa
spangles. But with these specicountry south of the city. Practical- dilla was next up. He got a clean mens, as with all others, the fuse gives
ly everything that was above ground hit past third and Lockhart was safe the most trouble, it being difficult
33
was cut to pieces by the icy pellets. at third when Clark's throw took
to determine how to get it Just right
Truck gardeners will be heavy losers bad bounce and got away from Dutch so it will burn neither too fast nor
on account of the storm. Some of Richter.
too slow. , In set pieces the success
Little Dave Sandoval, who had been or failure of the fuse Is most
the orchards in the mountain districts
impor
suffered considerably because of the playing right field xme up to the bat. tant.
OUT OF THE ORDINARY
hail, and the production of fruit will Whiff!, he missed the first one. but
Speaking of set pieces, the Ameri
be cut down to at least one half.. Padilla took second. Whang! the ball can eagle is the one in greatest deThe apple crop was hurt more than settled in Briely's mitt. Two strikes mand. In a frame fifteen feet square
the autolsts began cranking their he holds the traditional arrows and
Fourth of
ary other fruit
Reports from the mesa this morn- machines and the smile had disap olive branches. His background Is a
ing stated that heavy rains fell In peared from Frank Roy's face. Corich network of rockets, fire and rain, can
that section both yesterday afternoon wound up carefully; Sandoval grip- dies being on either flank. His body
:
and last night. The hall was slight ped his bat because he felt the eagle is formed of golden stars and the
and did no damage. The rain was eyes of E. T. Plowman boring holes shield is worked out in red and white,
most timely as the crops were be- In his shoulders. It was a different. the blue field being thickly studded
ginning to Bhow the effects of the sound the watchers heard this time, with stars. The outline of this device
lack of moisture. More rain is ex uracil! went the bat as it met the is composed of thick paper tubes in
srhere
squarely. Like a cannon ball the rear, and they also serve as fuses.
pected late this evening and tonight
DAHD
Yesterday's rain extended from Cha- - the pellet hurtled toward Corich. He The piece is touched off simultaneousParade of Boy Scouts, Firemen, Automobiles, and various
pelle to the Colorado line. The rain stuck out his glove hut the hall had ly at several points and should ignite
passed. Straight over second hurried rapidly to display the entire
did not visit southern New Mexico.
beGvic and Military Organizations
plan
the ball, Dorsey missing It by a hair's fore
any part has been consumed.
breadth. Out in the center earden
"Liberty," in letterrs of fire, stands
the ball took a mean bounce and in bold relief
at the bottom of the
Tickets on sale July 2, 3 and 4; good returning until July 5, 1911
hopped to the left of Cron. Lockhart frame.
and Padilla scored, Sandoval beat the
The
banner, glowing
throw In at the plate, and the game
and pulsating in fires of appropriate
was won. But
If coffee'upscts digestion and
tints, Is always a thrilling emblem.
bzzz! bzzz! Bzz! what was that Next In
D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent.
welland
use
popularity come abttleshlps
it,
nerves, quit
annoying sound? The alarm clock? and
statesmen
of
and
heroes.
portraits
r
made ,
It was morning. The fan sprang from
his bed. He looked into t.h
trwt
Mud and wafer iwere
everywhere.
Then he remembered the rain and
the annoying fact that yesterday's
game had been called off. But It was
sweet dream, nevertheless.
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BOTH RIGHT AND LEFT.

Santa Fo,
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U. S. SENATOR A BENEDICT

First Don't Delay.

Wilt
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prescription.

WINTERS

PERSONALS
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" views
thousands of stars, makes tight or new shoes feel 'easy;
rockets, bombs, lights and other fire- gives Instant relief to corns and bunworks are used. These are but a few ions. It's the greatest comfort dis-

In

CONCERTS

w0

Justice You must understand that
women have their rights.
Defendant I admit it your honor.
Not only rights, but lefts. The cook
landed on me with both feet before I
fired her..
When the Snow Lies White.
The next day there Is a fall of pure
white snow; before it gets a chance to
Iocs its snowy purity boys and girls
should try making a candy dear to
Canadians and Vermonters, "Sugar on
Snow."
Boil pure maple syrup until it becomes waxy; that Is, until a clean
broom splinter with one end curled
over to form a loop has the open space
glazed over by thlsy membrane when
dipped in the hot syrup.
Prepare beforehand .separate plates
of clean snow for :aottchfld present
Remove the; Byron-- ' front flre!,an4 drop
ftnieklv from end' rot'Bpbon' to form
drops or strings bV the "snow The
syrup hardens Instantly and is ready
to eat
Up in New England the boys and
have .these
"sugaring off".
often
elrls
W
.
.Lll 1
nv
r.rH lust as .otner emiarea
taffy pulls. f

Let Reason
Talk to Habit

Fare for the Round Trip 03,35

d

fin.

POSTUM

"There's a Reason"

FOR

XQIPE

PLUM

SanM iguel National Bank

PUDDING

Citron, 8uet,
Flour, Sugar and Many
Other Ingredients Used.

currants, Orange Peel,
Bread,

'One pound raisins, one pound cu
rants,
pound candied
grange peel, onejquarter pound citron,
pound chopped suet one-haponad stale bread crumbs,
pdtyid flour, oae-hal-f
pound brown
sugar, one nutmeg, grated, one table
spoonful cinnamon,
allspice,- - one-hapint brandy;
eight eggs. Wash and dry currants.
cut citron and orange peel line, stone
raisins. Mix all dry ingredients to
gether. Beat eggs: nour them over
dry ingredients, add the brandy, and
Elueldatlna.
mix thoroughly. Pack Into greased
Is
That pretty woman over there
molds and boll six hours at time of
the widow of one of the celebrated making and three hours when wanted
team of Brace Brothers."
tor use. Serve with brandy sauce.
Which brotherf"
h
cup butBrandy Sauce.
"The dead one."
ter, one cup sugar, two tablespoonfuls
brandy, yolks of two eggs, one-hacup of milk or cream, whites of two
eggs. Cream butter, add sugar grad
ually, then brandy slowly, well beaten
and milk or cream. Cook over
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER yolks,
hot water until it thickens as a cusOl
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds
tard; pour on the beaten whites.
serve at onost
;
Building -- ob Woik a Specialty,
Opposite Optic.
rhnne Main 336.
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The best, safest hnd perfectly harmless treatment for dyspepsia and diseases of the stomach and intestines, is
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A SURE SIGN
pf future prosperity is shown when you begin to save
'
your money.
t

1

One-fourt-

J.'m7 CUNNINOHAM,

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DANK
Com-enf- s
urges you to start on the road to prosperity
as modestly as you Rlease. The start; itself , not the
size of it, is the principal JJthing. OnceJ commenced, the
When that rainy
habit of putting by a little will grow.
"day comes you'll be mighty glad youjacquired it.
to-da- y.

1

gives prompt relief In all eases of disorder and
diseases of the digestive functions, provided
there be no ineurable organic deterioration.
Physicians who have prescribed Stomalix,
as the sole medicine for their patients in
otlierstomach troubles, report that
cases of thirty years' tttanding have readily
yielded to this treatment.
Stomalix makes a healthy stomach capable
of performing its work unuided. It is beneficent in its ih tion. relieving pain and toning
the entire system it is good for the youthful
and the aged. It corrects, the
of
children, bold by all Druggists.
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Estray Advertisement
LOBBY
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice la hereby given to whom it THE
may concern that the following de
de6H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
sen bed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following
was
animal
taken
scribed
up
by
estray
J. U House, House, N, M.
THE REST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
O C Cullers, Mori arty, N. M.
One sorrel mare about 14
One bay mare 13 or 14
hands high, 8 or 9 years old.
bands high, about 18 years old, star
Branded
lu forehead, with left hind foot white.
On left hip
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Branded
One sorrell mare about 14 hands
On left hip
h'eh. 7 or 8 Tears old.
Said enlmal being unknown to this CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A brothers always welcome to the
RrandM
W. O. Wood, sachem;
wigwam.
On left hip
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
A. M. Regular com10
David Flint, chief of records and
One bay mare about 14 hands, 5 before July 8, 1911, said date being
munication first and
or 6 years old.
dr.ys after last appearance of this adcollector of wampum.
third Thursday in each
vertisement, said eetray will be sold
Branded
month. Visiting broth,
by this Board for the benefit of the
era cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
On'left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuq-ierquN. M.
One sorrel mare about 13 Vi hands owner when found.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Estray Advertisement
SANITARY BOARD,
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '1 1
CATTLE
2
old.
high,
years
Sporleder, Secretary.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
mar concern that the following He
Brothers
are cordially Invited. Q.
'11
28,
First pub. June 17, last pub. June
Estray Advertisement
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
On left hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Notice la hereby given to whom It N C. Tidwell, Dwyer, N. M.
H.
Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
Hunker,
One sorrel horse .about 13
hands
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg,
T
I B
i
may concern that the following de
7
about
mare
Advertisement
One
Tues-jmCTay
J
2
Estray
old.
Condon,
second
Secretary
ular conclave
high,
years
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Notice la hereby given to whom It
B. P. Forsythe, East Las Vegas, N. M. years old.
Branded
day In each month at Ma
Branded
may concern that the following de sonic. Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D-- F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesOn left hip
One black mare, weight
On left shoulder
Optic's Number, Main 2.
Said animal being unknown to this scribed estray animal was taken up by Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tantme, Re
about 600 lbs., has bay colt.
day evenings each month, 'at FraBoard, unless claimed by owner on or Eleuterlo Leyba, Pena Blanca, N. M. corder.
Branded
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
before July , 1911, said date being 10
t:
One black mare about 10
On right hip
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
On left hip
Brothers
cordially invited to attend.
days after last appearance of this ad
ears old, weight about 700 lbs. about LAS VEGAS
TISEMENTS
Ear marks
Branded
CHAPTER NO. 3,
vertisement, said estray wi'l be sold
B.
F.
McUulre, Presiaent; E. C
feet high.
On right hip
Five cents per line each Insertion.
is Board for the benefit of the
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
unknown to tills by
animal
Said
being
Ward, Secretary.
Branded
'
Estimate six ordinary words to a
Said animal being unknown to tins
convocation first Monday
unless claimed by owner on or owner when found
On left hip
unless claimed by owner on or board,
10 Flist pub. June 17. last pub. June 28, '11
said
date
Matin. No ad to occuov less aoacethan Board,
8.
1911,
being
before
at
month
each
in
Juiy
10
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Said animal being unknown to this
two lines. All advertisements charg. before July 8. 1911. said date being
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
days after last appearance of this ad
tms
of
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth.
on
last
or
owner
appearance
sold
d will be booked at space actually
Estray Advertisement
Board, vmless claimed by
vertisement. said estray will be
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice is hereby given to whom H before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Thursday
eL without reoard to number of vertisement,
of tne owner when found.
fop the
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
may concern that the following deof this ad
building. Visiting members are corlast
appearance
after
words. Cash In advance preferred. owner when found
ys
scribed estray animal was taken up bv
BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY
secretary.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
W. H. Gale, Lucia, N. M.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
M.
N.
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Albuquerque,
of
the
'11
benefit
for
28.
g
the
Board
June
bv
last
June
17,
this
13
One
horse
pub.
First pub.
about
bay
O. E.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
CHAPTER
RANSFORD
NO.
2,
owner when found.
hands high .about 12 years old.
S. Meets, first
and third Fri- I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Wanted 3ood cook.
Inquire 620
Branded
Estray Advertisement
'
1. Meets every
whom
It
to
Notice la hereby given
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
Washington.
Monday evening at
On right shoulder
vTl
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Notice la hereby given to whom tt may concern that the following de
M
N.
their
hall on Sixth street. All MaltAlbuquerque,
M.
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Matron;
deWorthy
Agnes
esti-aTripp,
animal was taken up by
scribed
may concern that the following
ing brethren cordially invited to atFirst pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, 11
On right hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by N. C. Tidwell, Dwyer, N. M,
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A.
sec
this
in
There is more Catarrh
B. F. Forsythe, East Las Vegas, N. M.
t:
Said animal being unknown to tin
One gray mare about 12
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
dis
T. Rogers. V. O.; T. M. Elwood,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or tion of the country than all other
One small Iron gray mule. years old.
FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens,
last
and
until
the
nut
eases
together,
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street. " Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
10
before
said
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date
1911,
July
being
Branded
BJB
to
and
Incur$8
$10 per doz., according
few years was supposed to be
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
days after last appearance of this art able. For a great many years docOn left Jaw.
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quality. Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Hum
said estray will be sou tors
vertisement,
NO
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local
disease
and
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a
It
pronounced
Branded
mmm
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boldt, Kan.
by tihis Board for the benefit of the prescribed local remedies, ana Dy con
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODOn left hip
owner when found.
gjf On right hip
falline to cure with local treat.
stantly
SANITARY
CATTLE
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
Sci
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
ment. pronounced It Incurable.
every Monday eveSaid animal being unknown to this
N. M
or
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owner
unless
claimed
.11
a
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to
Board,
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ilfl(mB1
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by
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"
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proved
T
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m. 1
nO 111
scriptions. Notary seals and
ning in Castle hall.
17H., mih T..
before July 8, 1911. said date being 10 before July 8, 1911, said date
stitutional disease and therefore reof each month in the W. O.
being W
days
ords at The Optlo office.
Visiting Knights are
quires constitutional treatment Hall's
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad'
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by v. J,
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement. said estray will be sold
Invited.
Estray Advertisement
cordially
Venerable Consul; George
Clay,
is
the
&
Ohio,
Rock
SALE
Buff
Co.,
'Toledo,
fOR
Plymouth
Notice la hereby given to whom it Cheney
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for1 the benefit of the
Llebsch-nieChas.
E.
mar
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
may concern that the following de- only constitutional cure on the
owner when found.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money owner when found.
19 taken Internally In doses
Chancellor
ket."
It
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD.
assistant deputy. Visiting Neighscribed
was
animal
taken
BOARD.
CATTLE
by
up
SANITARY
estray
must acooxnnany order. Mrs. Magfrom 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
Commander. Harry
B'as Sandoval, Alameda, N. M.
bors are cordially Invited.
Albuquerque, N. M.
iie E. Stevens. Humboldt, Kan, R 2. mm pub JunJ 17 ,ast pub June 2g ,n
and
on
blood
the
acts
mucouB
directly
Martin, Keeper of
it:
One dark bay horse about surfaces
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
of the system.
They offer
Records and Seal.
8 or 9 years old, weighs about 700 one hundred dollars for any case it
DENTISTS.
cure.
for
circulars
to
Send
fails
and
lbs.
Estray Advertisement
..
Advertisement
Estray
A
Notice la hereby given to whom It
testimonials
Notice la hereby given to whom it
BALDY
LODGE
NO.
77, FRATERNAL
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F. R. LORD
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. ToIn- - may concern that the following de may concern that the following de
FOR RENT Furnished rooms,
On right shoulder
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
scribed estray an to a'. ws taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
Ohio
ledo,
Ave.
1209
at
Mora
quire
Branded
Marsellon Sanchez, "Padlllas, N. M.
Sold by drupglsts, 75c.
DENTIST
Earl Llttrell, Colfax, N. M.
and third Wednesdays of each
Take Hall's family Pills for const!
t:
On left shoulder
One small bay horse about
Office
sorrel
blazed
Pioneer
One
faced
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Building
J'OR RENT Modern furnished house. 3
Said animal beinsr unknown to this patlon.
years old.
Rooms 3 and 4
horse 'relghlng about 700 lbs.
hail. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
723 Fifth street.
Inquire 623 Rail
unless
claimed by owner on or
Joard,
Branded
Phone Main 57
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Qivens, Secretary. Visiting mem- Office
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medl-cine- .
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
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On left shoulder
Residence
Main 418
are
Phone
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They
strengthenhea'Ing,
bers
invited.
KJ First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 ing,
cordially
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and tonic. They act
antiseptic
.'
I
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,
to
this
c
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L,
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quickly. O. Q. Schaefer and Red
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.V
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
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this
Board for the benefit of the
aays alter last appearance of this ad by
M.
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office
at
and
residence.
owner
when found.
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PARTY going away, will rent hand- CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
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E.
welcome.
E.
by
dially
Gehrlng, presiEstray Advertisement
some furnished noma, I rooms ana i owner when found
Albuquerque, N. M.
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June
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28,
pub.
to
CATTLE
SANITARY
whom
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andi high, weight
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before
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ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The
owner "when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARK
genuine is in the yellow package alBOARD,
SANITARY
Foley Kidney Pilla purify tho blood, restore lost ritsiity and rigor. Refuse aubetitutes
M.
CATTLE
N.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque,
O. O.
ways. Refuse substitutes.
'
FOR 8ALE BY O. O. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, 11 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, 11
Albuquerque. N. M.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Oarlington Brothers, Vaughn, N. M.
One sorrel horse, fifteen
hands high, 8 years old.
Branded
FT
Lk4
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 8, lau, saia aaie oeing i
dav after last appearance of this ad
vertisement. said estray will be tioia
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, 11

Ettray Advertisement
Notice is hereby gtrea to whom tt
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
Mr. J. T. Huber, Dexter, N. M- One brown mare pony
about 9 years old, 14 hands high,
white spot in forehead.
Branded
qw
DI
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said eetray will te sola
this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found,
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Believing in the future of this City and Now Mexico, The Optic
Occupies the Front Seat in the Van of Progress. What
helps Las Vegas will in turn help the Optio to Grow
and Prosper as a Newspaper
..1
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And lieep MbreB&t f the Times

Delivered to Year Deer Every Evening in the Week
2zoent Sunday Per 15 Centi
By Mail $6.00 a Year, Payable in Advance
i

ThiQ

Being a Special Rate for Matt Subscribers Only.
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Something Excellent is

LOCAL NEWS

JAPANESE CRAB MEAT

Always get the beat at Nolette's
barber shop;

Can be served in various ways and to those who
occasionally prefer something different, you will in

Long's Buffet.

"t

Old

this find

A Most

Crow

16

r"

W over

traw Hat

FJl

inch-w-

ere

$6.00, now $5.25

, r

S, A L E

the bar at

PHONE MAIN 379

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD

Children's extra heavy rompers 50c,
and 60o values for 35c at the new store
of Hoffman & Graubarth.

BRIDGE STREET

25 Per Cent Discount on All Men's,

The dance which was to have been
given last night at Rosenthal hall,
will take, place this evening.
i

Enjoyable Dish

Large Can 50c

The Ladies' Aid of the Baptist
Roast pork or tenderloin steak, ice church will meet
toomrrow afternoon
cream and cake for supper at White
at 2:30 o'clock with the Mrs. Stapp
Kitchen, 25 cents. The clean place. on the boulevard.

AT

Lunch every morning at

10

Boy's and Children's Straw Hats,
Including Panamas in all
the late Blocks

o'clock

at Longa Buffet

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
Attention, Farmers and Stockmen. rels on the bar.
mi the Opera Bar, and is one of the
We have a good supply of eight foot

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

ESTABLISHED 1876

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
,

ssHsf

Five days till be Gleeorious Fourth.

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As' t Cashier

finest draught beers served over any I
All you want
Positively no camping, ripning or
slabs, here in town.
bar in the city.
C.
al five cents a piece. Romero Mer hunting adowed on our ranch.
W. and F. J, Wesner.
cantile
company.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Christian church will meet tomorrow
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
The home of Ludwig William Ilfeld
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
In
the wood. Direct from distillery
which
been
has
under quarantine for
K. J. Scott. 818 Sixth street.
scarlet "fever for some time, will ' be to you. At the Lobby, of course.
tomorrow and the quaran
Attention, Farmers and Stockmen. f.imigated
Josefiita Montoya, the infant child
We have a good supply of eight foot tine will be raised.
of Mr. and Mrs. Dlonlclo Montoya,
All you want
slabs, here in town.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Fell of Raton died-- ' today from cholera infantum
si five cents a piece. Romero Merare the parents of a baby daughter from which she had been suffering oncantile company.
bom at the home of the grandparents, ly a few days. The funeral will ocMr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme. Grand cur tomorrow on the West side.
New line of American Beauty cor
father
Tamme is the happiest man in
sets, $1 and up. We will give abso
The storm yesterday afternoon and
town today.
lutely free, with each corset, a handevening caused McGovern and Ryan,
some art panel of the American BeauThe convicts gang employed in the the sewer contractors, a great deal of
ty rose. Hoffman & Graubarth.
improvement of the highway between trouble and some expense. The rush
of water caused the ditches to cave
Postmaster F. O. Blood has an- banta Fe and Las Vegas Is doing good in and
pipe laying will have to be
work
and
is
it
the
expected
task,
nounced that all boxes on which rent
abandoned
until the dirt is removed
will be completed soon.
The high
has not been paid before the closing
Last
night
many of the red lanterns
centers
have
been
cut
down, culverts
hour on Friday evening will be closed
marking the ditches were blown over
have
been
and
other
repaired
needed
and sold on Saturday morning to the
by the wind and extinguished. The
first applicants. Box rent must be improvements have been made. It Is
lanterns
were relighted twice before
the
road
expected
will
In
be
fine
shane
paid quarterly In advance.
for the motorists who Intend drlvine 10 o'clock.
to Santa Fe on July 4 for the De
The gutter on Sixth street near Lin
HARVEY'S
coln avenue is being deepened to ear Vargas pageant and celebration.
On The Mountain, Now Open
30th Season.
ly off the storm water.
Yesterday
Make up your mind, Mr. Fan to our- the water flooded the walks on the
Cool, beautiful restful resort.
cnase a ticket to the baseball dance Clean, comfortable accommodation.
west side of the street.
from the first player who solicits Appetizing, wholesome bountiful table
oaaaie Durros ror riding, no charge.
Because he has been called out of ycur patronage. The dance will be Best
people, only, patronize Harvey's
held In the armory on the
the city in his capacity as assistant
evening of wuTnge out wea. ana Saturday.
4 and all the money above ex
Fare, $1. Rates, 2 a day; $10 a week
solicitor for the Santa Fe railway, July
ponses wil go to the players who are
Leave orders at Murphey's.
(JOlonel Ralph E. Twitchell Will be
not working on salaries. The Wae-nunable to give his lecture "Soldiers
of the Cross" Friday evening. The Mound contingent, which will be hero
with its team, strengthened by
play
lecture was to have been delivered
ers from Raton, Dawson and Trinifor the students of the Normal sumIS A CHARMING YOUNG WOMAN
Good
mer school and the public. Colonel dad, will attend the dance.
Twitchell says he will give the ad- music will be provided and a good Helen Taft, the President's Daughter,
Is assured.
Has a Sincere Manner and Is
dress at a later date. No one retrrets time
more than he the change that was
Utterly Unaffected.
W. W. Ferris, business manager for
made necessary in his plans.
the Federal Light and Traction com
Washington. One of the principal
of conversation among memtopics
pany,
will
to
return
probably
his home
Dr. M. F. Des Marais. county su
bers of the social set In Washington
in New York with the idea that
the
perintendent of schools, is DreDarlne stories
fall is the debut of the president's
told concerning the dryness this
dauehter. Helen. If Miss Taft achieves
his annual statistical report to J. E.
of New Mexico are all unfounded. the DODUlaritv at Washington this win
Clark, territorial superintendent
of In company with
Manager Southard ter that was hers while a student at
public Instruction. The retort. Maui
or tne Las Vegas Electric
Light and Bryn Mawr, she will make for herself
contain spaces for every nhaaA nf
rower
Mr.
company
Ferris
went fish- - an enviable record.
school life, including the names of
In appearance
the president's
the ing yesterday.
In the neighborhood
directors in each district, the average of
dauehter is tall, well built and verr
Onava they were catifrht in
daily atendance, the number of teach- dignified, with clear white skin, which
downpour and received a good soak Is usually
by outdoor
ers and the number of
pupils in each ing.
Her
hair
is
exercise.
and wavy
brown
graae. The report is so exhaustive
and her eyes brown as berries. She
that it takes a considerable amount
is so fond of wearing brown that she
of work to complete it. When
won for herself at Bryn Mawr the sothe re
ports from each of the counties
maid."
briquet of
In manner. Miss Taft Is aa cordial
received the territorial superintendent
and frank as a child. She has a clear,
will be In the possession of
all Infor
PINEAPPLES
resonant speaking voice, and she
mation concerning the schools In w.
enunciates her opinions on all sub- ery district in the, territory.

$8.00
$7.00
$6.00
$5.00
$3.00

.75

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.

,

Do not miss this chance to get an Electric Iron
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
Phone Main 206

"nut-brow-

Market Finders
1

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among1 al
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of "any"
sort, and musical instruments.
'ustikiXiRt
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
of those who

A

'

i

Deal

FOR

Through a special cheap
buy we will sell these

the merits of our line of Bread, Cakes, Cookies etc, of which w
have the best in Las Vegas, vis
All kinds of
Home Made Bread
,
Pan Bread
Layer Cakes
Vienna Bread
Sunshine Cakes
Cream Bread
Ginger Cakes
;;;
Butter Cream Bread
Angel Food Cakes ! "
'
"
Whole Wheat Bread
Wine Cakes
Loaf Cakes
Rye Bread
r ?
Mohn Seed Bread
Raisin Cakes
Macaroons
Cookies
Rolls' f
Vanilla Wafers
Doughnuts
Fried Cakes

j

'

t

J. C. JOHNSEN

,

& SON

Douglas Ave.

623-62- 5

30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack

Every Sack Guaranteed

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

Negligee Shirts

For

$1.00

in a way that makes them look
much better than is possible
When they are Sent to a washerwoman, or done at home.
You will find that we make
them cleaner and whiter.
If
colored, we wash them thoroughly, but so carefully that the colors stay bright
;
We starch the shirts Just
right, s" the bosoms stay in
place and the neckbands . hold
'
your collars properly. And' we
launder the icuffs so they look as
nice as your collar.
i
Good dressing demands that
your refugee shirt be sent us,
with your other linen.
,
,

neat box furnished free with every cut
flower order amounting to $1.00 or more.
Store Phone Main 462.

while they last

for

A

I

$1.25 each

Now is the Time

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

O n1dn

chairs at

We Launder Your

700 New Ivy Green Cut Flower
ri'q
1 JBqxes Just Received.

Re rry

-

Solid Oak in natural cole, and
varnished, with arm rests, folds
to less than two inches in thickness. Easily adjusted.

5

J. H. STEARNS

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
For Sale Cheap Good Jersey cow
Call 1077 Eleventh street

EVERYONE

"sK

d

We Want Everyone to Know

75c
56c

for

n

for Canning

nifi

1.13

for

PORCH CHAIR

vt

w

for

1.50
1.30

AN ADJUSTABLE

'Z

Lightning struck, the home of a n
Price near the Camfield dam
day but it did not find the owner un
prepared. Several times during the
spring Mr. Price has heard thn
tricity crackling about his kitchen
stove pipe during storms when
lightning prevailed. Thinklne a
bolt might play Santa Claus
by drop
ping aown. nis cnlmney Mr. Price ran
a ground wire from the
pipe into the
eartn. Yesterday aftemonn a vu
lightning struck the chimney and was
carried into the ground hv th
Little damage was done. Mrs.
Price, who
was aione ln the, house with her
baby,
was Mghtened and
slightly stunned
hy the holt, Mr.-Pr-ice
is
as supervising engineer at employed
the Cam-.fieldam by the grant board.

2.05

GREENBERGER
Square

d

ANT Ads
Are Best

for
for
for

These Hats Are AH New and of the Latest
Weaves and Styles.

,

A

HGRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

Straws
Straws
Straws
Straws
Straws
Straws

$2.75
$2.00
$1.75
$1.50
$1.00

Panamas for..... $6.00
5.25
Panamas for
Panamas for..... .4.50
Panamas for.,... 3.75
2.25
Straws for.

;& Son

Ran ch Phono Main 276

Jeots very decidedly. She can converse as entertainingly about her life
in foreign lands as her father. She
has crossed the Pacific four times.
The coming White House debutante
has one accomplishment that is most
unusual In girls of her nosition In
life. Indeed, few among the smart set
Wltn wDom sue BBBuuiaieB snow as
much about the art She Is a first- class cook. Not a cooking school pro
duct mind you, out a graduate of her
mother's kitchen. She can bake pies,
make bread and cakes, etc.. anil la in
good housekeeper.
all-rou-

Result of
Fad.
Poverty came in at the door.
Love Immediately flew out of tbt
window;
Ah," said those who observed,
"this is what comes of being fresb-ai- r
faddists!"
'

ICE TEA
We have the Price

and Quality

.

"

Oriental

Blend

$1.00

Fancy Ceylon Blend

75

Fancy Japan Blend

.60
.35

Special

Blend

C D.

BOUCHER

The Coffee Man

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Read The Optic. It carries the fun
Associated Press report, '

